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Limitless
applications
for all spaces.

Nood Co.’s range of basins has just gotten better, 
with our newest collaboration, the xOx basin. 
When pitching the idea to Nood Co. for a 360mm 
basin, they were on-board with the idea straight away. 
Your space should not limit your design or basin options, 
and the xOx basin is the perfect size for any room 
or vanity. 
Featuring a dual fine line detail, this basin can be kept 
minimal in classic ivory or stand-out in one of Nood Co.’s 
fourteen signature colours. This timeless design features 
a soft bullnose top edge detail. Available only at xOx.
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Real beauty is on the inside.
The Nood concrete composition is a complex one. 
Nood concrete is made of eight highly refined 
components. Each component assists in a specific 
way, be it improving the concrete strength, the water 
ratio, mix integrity, water tolerance, colouring, durability 
and more.
Everything from Nood Co. has been a ground-up build. 
From product design to concrete composition, sealing 
to packaging, every step of the process was dreamt up, 
tested and approved by Nood Co.
When you buy Nood Co., you are purchasing something 
unique. You are buying the process, the love we willingly 
commit, so you can experience something with soul.
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Colours

Ivory

Sand

Custard

Pastel Peach

Blush Pink

Musk

Clay

Powder Blue

Copan Blue

Mint

Teal

Sky Grey

Mid Tone Grey

Charcoal

Lilac
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All Nood Co. basins are handcrafted in Perth, Australia. 
A human touch is everything with Nood.

Zero Chemicals. Waxed in 100% organic wax. 
Nood basins take 96% less embodied energy to 
make than their ceramic equal. Each basin sold 
supports Carbon Positive Australia’s tree planting 
program and reduces our carbon footprint.

Nood concrete is pigmented with 100% chemical-free 
colour, so the basins are 100% coloured throughout. 
Each basin has an unbeatable consistency in colour 
and patina, with an increased MPA to ensure 
product durability.

Australian-
Made

Sustainable

Unbeatable 
Colour






